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“Too many people spend money they
earned…to buy things they don’t want…to
impress people that they don’t like.”
— Will Rogers

Asset Class Returns (as of September 30, 2021)
Sources: Briefing.com, FactSet; Raymond James Research,
Raymond James Equity Portfolio & Technical Strategy
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MARKET/ECONOMIC SYNOPSIS
Terry Wiles, CDFA™, CRPC®, AWMA®
Branch Manager, RJFS
President, Stonegate Financial

AS AMERICA CONTINUES TO RECOVER FROM THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC, THE ECONOMY AND THE
EQUITY MARKETS HAVE MADE SIGNIFICANT PROGRESS.
On February 19, 2020 the market peaked just before the pandemic took hold, and the S&P 500 closed at 3,386. It
then proceeded to decline 34% in 33 days amid the worst global health crisis in a century. But if you bought the S&P
500 Index at that epic top and were still holding it on September 13th of this year, your total return with reinvested
dividends has been close to 35%. I’ve never seen—and don’t expect to ever see again—a more vivid demonstration of
Peter Lynch’s quote that “the real key to making money in stocks is not to get scared out of them.”
SPY SPDR S&P 500 ETF NYSE + BATS
14 Sep-2021 3:43pm
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I believe we were put here for just
that reason: to help you not get
scared out of the markets.

One of the beauties of traveling in
an RV a bit over the summer was
that I was rarely watching television,
which means I wasn’t subjected
to the daily headline news. Don’t
worry, I still tuned into the markets
daily on my computer and iPad;
however, I found that I was much
happier without all of the negative
content that our news stations
subject us to daily. This helps me to
clearly research investments rather
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than be side-tracked by the media.
Now at home, I’m trying to continue this trend of ignoring the news headlines. I’d recommend that if you’re a news
Instead, consider
junkie you might feel a lot better each day if you were to wean yourselves off of this addiction.
going for a half-an-hour walk when the evening news is due to broadcast. This may also help you live a longer and
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healthier life. By the way, if you’d like to get seriously
depressed every evening of the week turn on CNBC’s
Shepard Smith at 7pm.
I feel disheartened just
listening to the intro, let alone enduring an hour of
what is going wrong around the globe.
We continue to be optimistic about the overall markets
long-term. Due to the lack of any significant normal
pullbacks in the markets and the typical September/
October volatility, we decided to do some rebalancing over
the last two months. We believe there was opportunity
to reduce some overall equity exposure and risk, given
the fact that we are overdue for a correction. We are not
panicking at all, we are simply trying to win more, by
losing less, throughout all market cycles.
Taking our longer-term viewpoint, we are not saying
that the stock market goes up every day, week, or
month, but we really like companies that have the
ability to raise prices without losing many customers,
and trust me those companies exist. If you break your
cell phone today, how many hours will it take you to
find a replacement, no matter the cost?
At Stonegate
we practice a safety-first approach when managing your
advisory accounts alongside a fundamental approach
where we value time in the market over trying to time
the market. Market corrections can and will happen
from time to time, and we have yet to meet anyone that
can legitimately and accurately forecast the markets
performance on a consistent basis.
This chart from our friends at JPMorgan emphasizes that
the average intra-year drop of the S&P 500 is 14.3%, but
the S&P 500 remained positive 31 of the past 41 years.
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WHY ARE WE NOT OVERLY CONCERNED?
Here are the main reasons:
• I’ve lived through many crises in my lifetime. Since
1960 the Standard & Poor’s 500-Stock Index has
appreciated approximately 70 times its value, the
cash dividend of the Index has gone up about 30
times over the same period, and the Consumer Price
Index (Price Consumers pay for Goods over time)
has increased by a factor of nine. At least historically,
equities have functioned as an extremely efficient
hedge against long-term inflation and a generator
of real wealth over time. We believe this is more
likely than not to continue in the long run, hence
our emphasis on consistent dividend growth when
selecting companies or funds for our portfolios.
• We believe that acting proactively on a rational
financial plan—as distinctly opposed to reacting
to current events headline news—offers us the best
chance for long-term investment success. Simply
stated: unless your goals change, we see little reason
to alter your financial plan. And if your portfolio
is well-suited to that plan, we don’t often make
significant changes outside of rebalancing and
re-positioning to areas we feel confident will grow
over time.
• The performance of our equity portfolios relative to
a particular benchmark is irrelevant to investment
success as we define it. The only benchmark we care
about is the one that indicates whether you are on
track to achieve your financial goals and live out
your dreams. We love seeing our clients succeed!

TAX CHANGES ON THE HORIZON
Trey Stilley, CPA

Financial Advisor, RJFS
Owner, Stonegate Financial

As the saying goes, nothing is more certain than death
and taxes. In 2021, tax changes appear to be coming into
focus – and these proposed changes may become law in a
matter of weeks or months.
The House of Representatives recently issued draft tax
legislation that, if passed, would have a wide range of
impacts. While the impacts skew primarily towards
PAGE TWO
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high-income taxpayers, some changes will be relevant
to a broad swath of the American public. The draft
bill includes provisions that would increase the top
individual income tax rate and capital gains tax rate,
curb certain retirement account savings strategies, and
expose a greater number of taxpayer estates to potential
estate taxes.
While the legislation remains in draft form, it is possible
that many of these new rules will pass as described
below. We will continue to monitor any developments
and proactively work with you should these changes
impact crucial elements of your financial plan, such as
tax planning, retirement strategies, or estate planning
goals. We are staying apprised of these updates and have
summarized some of the most important points below:
DRAFT TAX LEGISLATION HIGHLIGHTS
1. Ordinary Income Tax Rates
Beginning in 2022, the top individual rate would
increase to 39.6% from 37%. This higher rate is applied
at lower taxable income thresholds compared to the
current law, casting a “wider net” for tax revenue:
• Married Filing Jointly – rate applies to income
over $450k
• Single – rate applies to income over $400k
2. Capital Gains Tax Rates
The top capital gains rate would increase to 25% from
20% and would impact long-term capital gains incurred
on or after 9/14/21. Taxable income thresholds are the
same as top individual rate thresholds noted above.
While this impacts high-income wage earners, it may
also impact taxpayers who sell large amounts of highlyappreciated security positions, thus increasing their
taxable income for the year.
There is an exception that would exempt binding
contracts (like an agreement to sell a business) from
the higher 25% rate, but the transaction must have been
entered into on or before September 13, 2021, and it
must close before the end of 2021. The contract must
also be in writing and cannot be materially modified.
3. Elimination of the Back-Door Roth Strategy
The bill would prohibit after-tax Roth conversions,
commonly known as the back-door Roth strategy.
Back-door Roth conversions are a common strategy
for taxpayers who are not eligible for Roth IRA
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contributions due to income levels in excess of
thresholds set by the IRS. On a positive note, Roth
conversions with pre-tax dollars appear to be safe
since those conversions carry tax bills of their own
(thanks, Uncle Sam)!
4. Estate Tax Exemptions and Step-up in Basis
The current estate tax exemption would decrease by
approximately 50% beginning in 2022. Currently, the
exemption, which reduces (and typically eliminates)
estate taxes, is set at $11.7M for a single person’s
estate and $23.4M for a married couple’s estate.
These exemptions will drop to approximately $6M
for single taxpayers and $12M for married taxpayers.
This reduction was originally slated for 2026, but with
more spending on the horizon Congress would like to
accelerate these tax revenues. On a positive note, there
is currently no mention of changing the rules regarding
a step-up in basis for beneficiaries. Much like the rest
of the bill, changes here are not off the table yet!
If you have any questions regarding the status of tax law
changes, please let us know. We are happy to discuss how
these changes might impact your financial plan and we are
always open to coordinating with other advisors (CPAs,
estate planning attorneys, and others) to ensure we help
you chart the best path forward.

FINANCIAL PLANNING CORNER
Raising Financially Savvy Kids
Lauren Tompkins, CFP®, RICP®
Financial Advisor, RJFS

“The greatest gifts you can give your children are the roots
of responsibility and the wings of independence.”
— Denis Waitley

Where did you learn your money habits? More often
than not, we are the product of our upbringing, but it
certainly is a combination of both nature and nurture.
Here are 5 tips to help you intentionally raise financially
savvy kids:
1. Start early. It is never too early – or too late – to
begin teaching your kids about money. You can start
early by including your kids in the day-to-day tasks,
like comparing prices at the grocery store, setting
PAGE THREE
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goals, saving, and earning money. You can tell them
stories about your own financial past or your parents’
childhood. Take them to the actual bank branch and
show them how it works. When your kids reach their
teenage years, begin to educate them about how to
build credit, create a budget, and set aside savings each
month. Continue teaching them more complex topics
as they get older. Sometimes the hardest part is just
starting the conversation!
2. Be honest. Don’t be afraid to be honest with your
kids about money. Take time to define your family’s
values, goals, and expectations. Explain your financial
priorities and what success looks like to you. Opening
up conversation will allow them to ask questions
freely regarding money as they age. You also have
the opportunity to share the past decisions you have
made regarding money – the good, the bad, and
the ugly. Take those life lessons as an opportunity
to prepare your kids for their future. You could
walk them through your house buying process and
how mortgages work, share your credit habits and
mistakes, detail how much college costs and how it
can be paid for, and include them in your budgeting
and financial goal planning. Let them know that you
work with a financial advisor!
3. Practice delayed gratification. One of the best
lessons we can learn is the importance of delayed
gratification. We live in a world of instant
gratification. Want a new pair of shoes? Order them
on Amazon and they can be here in a day without
even leaving your house. Want a new car? Go to the
dealership, qualify for financing, and you can walk
out with a new car today. Want to see a new movie?
Stream it right now. In a world of speed, slow goals
still hold a lot of power. Alongside your kids, set a
goal, make a savings plan and work until the goal is
reached. Similarly, once your children are old enough,
you could pay an allowance for completion of chores
and support them as they save up for their own
purchases. It’s also important to teach them about the
power of compounding interest – particularly for your
kids in college and beginning their first jobs.
4. Incentivize. Find ways to encourage your kids to save
and earn money. The summer between my freshman
and sophomore years of college, my father told me
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that he would match every dollar I saved from my
restaurant jobs. I’m not sure I have ever worked that
many hours before or since! Does your child have a
purchase they’re working toward? Offer to match every
dollar they save. If your child is working a job and
receiving “earned income” (rather than just babysitting
or mowing lawns occasionally) they may be eligible
to contribute to a Roth IRA and you could contribute
to the Roth IRA on their behalf. Be creative with your
incentives and find what motivates your child.
5. Be the example. At the end of the day, the best way
to teach your children about money is to lead by
example. Our actions certainly speak louder than
words and they will pick up on your attitudes and
behaviors. Make yourself available for questions and
discussion and welcome the opportunity to explain
why you’ve done the things you have. Set savings
goals, practice your own delayed gratification, stick
to your budget, pay your bills on time, and live
within your means.
For resources to assist you in teaching your
children financial literacy, check out:
https://y4y.ed.gov/financial-literacy-for-all

And for your high school, college, or young
adult children, check out:

https://napkinfinance.com/ or www.khanacademy.org

SOURCES :

https://www.unionbank.com/private-banking/perspectives/heard/5-strategies-for-raising-financially-savvy-kids
https://www.atlanticbay.com/knowledge-center/7-tips-for-raising-financially-savvy-kids/
https://bingmanassociates.com/3-tips-for-raising-financially-savvy-kids/
https://www.educationfirstfcu.org/resources/learn/financial-education
https://www.nerdwallet.com/article/credit-cards/how-to-raise-financially-savvy-kids
https://www.synchronybank.com/blog/4-steps-raising-financially-savvy-kids/
https://marriagekidsandmoney.com/20-empowering-quotes-about-money-and-personal-finance/
https://napkinfinance.com/
https://www.khanacademy.org/

AROUND THE OFFICE
October 28th – November 1st our team will be out of the
office for a team retreat facilitated by Alex’s wife, Lane
Greene. We look forward to having some focused time
to review our operations with the goal of improving
the quality of service that we offer every day. We always
appreciate feedback and welcome ideas you may have!
PAGE FOUR
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collection will be held from Monday,
December 6th – Wednesday, December 15th! We will
again have our collection box just inside of our front
door and welcome you to stop by with unwrapped toys
for children who may not otherwise have as bright of
a holiday.
Lauren and Brett have spent time this summer traveling
to the beach and the mountains! Their favorite beach
stop is Carolina Beach and they were able to have new
mountain adventures in Abingdon, VA. Abingdon is
a historic Revolutionary-era town in the Blue Ridge
Mountains and is home to The Barter Theatre which
opened in the midst of the Great Depression and
is the longest-running professional Equity theatre
in the United States. Lauren is busy teaching her
kids Seussical, Jr. and Matilda, Jr. this Fall but no
performances on the docket right now. Wendell, NC,
where they live, is growing really quickly and they are
excited to see all of the new things coming to the area!
Heather and Thomas were
recently able to take a family
trip to the Outer Banks near
Hatteras. Their nieces are now
3 and 7 years old, so most of
their time was spent on the
beach building sand castles
and observing the sea turtle nests. Kubb tournaments
were also a daily occurrence for the adults (thanks to
Lauren for that fun recommendation!). The next family
gathering is set in early October to celebrate the 101st
birthday of Thomas’s grandma!
Trey and Ann Garrett recently returned from a short
weekend getaway to Beaufort, NC where they celebrated
their 7th wedding anniversary. They spent a Saturday
soaking up the final bit of summer sun on the beach,
fishing from the Radio Island shoreline, and enjoying
some local NC seafood. They are also staying busy
with their son, Henry, who is officially a “toddler” at
15-months old. Henry has taken an interest in trucks,
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trains, and books. He has also recently discovered
Sesame Street (and is 100% team Cookie Monster!).
Needless to say, he’s tons of fun and keeps Trey and
Ann Garrett on their toes!
Alex enjoyed an adventure out
west with a flying fishing trip to
Montana! Catching lots of nice fish
was the highlight alongside countless
wildlife sightings inside and outside
of Yellowstone. Alex has also been
focused on studying for his final exam
and licensing requirements to become
a co-branch manager alongside Terry.
By doing so, Alex can help take some of the day-to-day
compliance duties off Terry’s plate along with having
another set of watchful eyes on all client trading and
correspondence. He looks forward to wrapping up in
the coming months!
Terry and Becky enjoyed their
summer vacation with an RV trip
up the east coast! They started
in Gettysburg, PA enjoying the
beautiful countryside and a bike
tour that was triggered by GPS
coordinates to play recorded
messages about the area and the
historic battles that took place.
They then made stops in Bennington, VT and Old
Orchard Beach, ME before the next big stop outside of
Acadia National Park in Maine. Their daughter, Kelly,
flew into Bangor to meet up with them so she could visit
the Park on her quest to visit all the National Parks.
So many beautiful views and hikes that they realized
they may have to go back! Their trip then went back
through Vermont with a stop in White River Junction
before heading into upstate NY for visits with family and
friends in Duanesburg, Richfield Springs and Watkins
Glen. The ride home took them through Hershey, PA and
then the Shenandoah National Park in Virginia which
they also plan to return back to later this fall.
International investing involves additional risks such as currency fluctuations, differing financial and accounting standards, and possible political
and economic instability. Also, investing in emerging markets can be riskier than investing in well-established foreign markets. There is no
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